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About This Game

“he Who Fears Being Conquered Is Sure Of Defeat.”

The war-game March of the Eagles focuses on the dramatic conflicts of Europe during 1805 to 1820. Explore one of the
defining periods in European history with this experience crafted by the masters of Grand Strategy, Paradox Development

Studio. The makers of Hearts of Iron and Europa Universalis now bring The Napoleonic War to life in this war-focused strategy
game.

Main Features

 Take command: Rise to power in the era of the Napoleonic Wars and move on to claim the control of Europe

 Lead your nation: Attack your opponents and defend your nation’s border while the tension rises. Expand your nation
with war, negotiation and keep your empire from falling apart

 Europe is at your feet: Explore a historical topographic map in full 3D with a complete view of Europe

 Command your troops: Use the combat order system and manage your troops to secure as much power as possible

 Experience true warfare: Organize your armies, manage logistics, raid your enemy's supply lines and set the strategy for
your armies, fleets and more
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 Use diplomacy: Form coalitions against other major powers

 Explore the new idea system: Embrace new technology, military tactics and economical organization

 Become the dominant power of Europe: Experience the Victory System that allows you to dominate the other powers on
land and at sea

 Multiplayer: Battle against your friends in this heavily multiplayer focused game where you can engage in multiplayer
for up to 32 players

 Customize your game: March of the Eagles gives you the chance to customize and mod in detail to create your ultimate
wargame
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Title: March of the Eagles
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Paradox Development Studio
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 18 Feb, 2013
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English,German
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When I played it, I enjoyed it. Then I turned it off to wait for some development.

Give it a go, couldn't hurt.. It's pretty frustrating to be honest. I enjoy a good puzzle game, but the physics are just too janky and
the requirements are too precise. So it could have been a fun little game where you build a few different designs and there are a
few options on each level, to get creative with. But each one has been built with a very specific solution on mind and because
the wooden structures bounce around a lot with movement, sometimes even the exact same design will fail one time but work
the next. So to finish the game with 3 stars becomes a grind or trial and error over and over. Anyhow I did it and I'm sure others
will be able to as well, but I'd suggest that any other games in the series either tone down the bounciness of the structures or
reduce the precision required to navigate the levels and let people come up with designs of their own to solve the problem.
I'd say it was a thumbs sideways, but that's not an option, so call it a thumbs down in the hopes that people who want to play this
understand that it's not as simple as the art style and gameplay trailer suggest.. if it's been on phone, i'd been play all day :D but
its bad for pc. it's an ok game for what it is i bought it for 1.50 it reminds me of audiotune but with bejeweled put in it.its a plus
that you get to play it with your music.. Firstly, I am playing on windows 10, I have had no problems at all but i see others have.
Saves work fine but there is no auto save which I think people may have expected.

TL:DR

RECOMMENDED, Buy it now regardless if on sale or not!!

Higlhy recommend for those who have patience, do not mind old graphics and are willing to REALLY think, this does not hold
your hand, it is a supernatural mystery with a fair amount of reading, it will leave you scratching your head often.
It is eery and really quite indepth as you piece together all kinds of evidence to get to the bottom of the mystery. I have not yet
completed it but if you loved the old games that were story driven and dont mind using your brain you will love this game.

THE LONGER REVIEW

I have always lived in sussex, I recognise a lot of the locations mentioned (the main location is fictional however) so this was
like playing a mystery game set in my area which is a personal thing to me that I loved.
The graphics are very basic and very old but the story is so involved and gradually gets pieced together with all kinds of snippets
of information.
The sound and audio is excellent, it isnt used often but used with effect
It is a great "dectetivy" game, its not that scary but it is definitely very eery in places and has the odd jump scene too it.
It is a game to take your time over, impatient people or people who do not like puzzles within games probably wont like this.
If you want your brain to be tested and want to learn the back stories of the characters to get to the bottom of the mystery then I
cannot recommend this enough.
It is highly beneficial to make notes on paper/text doc etc to save you some backtracking!!

I have played the lost crown which i will go back too and wont comment on here but its the same people, the game writers
clearly have put passion into this game as it has a rich amount of information, some of which "seems" to just flesh out the lore
of the game while other bits and pieces prove to be subtle yet crucial to understanding.
It can feel a little overwhelming at first but once you immerse yourself in the story it becomes addictive.

The game writers clearly have talent in this genre and a passion for it and I look forward to any games they make in the future, I
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WILL be buying them

PROS:

Great story: The creators appear to be invested in this game and show a love of building the background "lore". The story itself
unfolds at a good pace and you really will feel you want to learn what happened.

Atmospheric: Eery in places, play in darkness, it is not that scary, more atmospheric which is more immersive than lots of inane
ump scares.

No hand holding, you really have to think in this game, some of the puzzles are really quite tough at first but with htis comes
satisfaction when you solve them.

CONS:

Graphics: Obviously this game is "old", the graphics were probably only average when the game was released and now of course
they are dated, they are still good enough and you are never wondering what something is supposed to be, they are functional but
I mention this as a con as a lot of people wont like it due to this but this game is not about the graphics!

Movement: You cannot use keys, you have to click on the arrows on the screen. Probably the ONLY thing about the game i am
not too fond of.

I have tried to be objective, I cannot really think about any other cons to this game.

If anyone wants to ask questions I will answer them, I do not give spoilers.. Made team of hermits, sold clothes,
got♥♥♥♥♥♥♥by tentacle monsters, 10/10 would fap again.. This is a pretty terrible game. Not only is it a clone and rip-off
from any other something-vile or pet combat game, but these games was popular back in 2012-2013. To produce and release a
game like this in 2017 is like aiming to fail on purpose.

Production wise this game is a mess. Animations and features feels like a really poorly made flash game for facebook. Yes, it’s
early access beta, but at extreme levels of awful. Not much actually works without bugging out completely. Translation between
languages has been done with google translate and most dialogues makes no sense what so ever.

The game has very limited content at prices that is almost unheard of before. At this price point I'd expect very premium and
high end gaming experience, but nope.

I wouldn't recommend anyone ever to get this game. If you for some reason like this game, please be prepared to spend SILLY
amounts of money. We're talking hundreds and even thousands of dollars if you expect to progress in this game.
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Despite a total lack of visuals, Mecha Ace has successfully brought me to an emotional connection unlike any other game has
before. I cried, and I'm not afraid to admit it.
10/10. great skins!. Omg I cant even explain how fantastic this wonderful game is. Its literally the best Battle Royal game I have
EVER played. Me and my friend had so much fun staying in the lobby and crashing. 11/10 I would reccomend to everyone
looking for some fun games that dont work.. This game is beautiful, engaging, well-designed, and nicely polished. However, the
developer released an update a while back which essentially ruined the game, and now nobody plays it.

See comments for details.. Lolz a really funny game. The bad options are very hilarious.

Of course this is not a serious dating tutorial.. For 99 cents you get a game 4 out of 5 dentists would recommend as methods of
exaggerating symtpons of depression and ADHD. This game's fantastic combat system holds the greatest spell to ever be made
in any game. When you click 4 and shoot it, you fire a brand new DLC that mesmerizes players as soon as their eyes set upon it.
Truly something fantastic, for 99 cents you can get a mcdonalds burger or buy this, i'd rather starve and fire blinding DLCs than
eat mcdonalds.. Having a lot of fun with this game so far. There arent many people who play this game YET so most of the time
you are just shooting brainless, motionless fake cores. I think with some more polish (adding maps, the ability to change the
aiming reticle, etc..) this game has a real chance of making it big; like esport big. Definitely will recommend to friends.
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